STUDENT
WORKBOOK
Introduction to

THE LAWS OF SHABBOS
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LEARNING THE LINGO

1
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How many melachos of Shabbos are there?

What does the fact that the Torah
wrote the mitzvah of Shabbos next
to the commandment to build
the Mishkan teach us?

3 An av melacha is ____________________________________ done in the Mishkan.

A the exact melacha
B an accidental melacha
C a melacha done for the same purpose as the melacha was
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LEARNING THE LINGO
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A toldah of a melacha is called a child or oﬀspring of the av melacha
because it is _______________________________________________.
A the exact melacha done in a the mishkan
B a melacha done in an accidental way
C similar in purpose as the one done in
the mishkan, but not done the same way
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The av melacha of Choresh or plowing is loosening the ground for planting.
Draw a toldah of Choresh.
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LEARNING THE LINGO
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How strict is a tolda compared to an av melacha?
A A tolda is not the same as an av and is totally permissible.
B A tolda is the same strictness as the av.
C A tolda is much stricter than the av.
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An av melacha and toldah
are forbidden from the............................................................................

8

A gezera is forbidden
from the ........................................................................................

PURPOSE

1

2
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A person who has dug a hole in order
to plant a seed the same way it was
done in the Mishkan has done a…

A

B

C

melacha she’tzricha
legufo

melacha sheina
tzricha legufo

davar sheino
miskaven

A

B

C

melacha she’tzricha
legufo

melacha sheina
tzricha legufo

davar sheino
miskaven

A person who has dug a hole in
order to use the dirt, but not to
use the hole has done a…

How is a melacha sheina tzricha legufo less strict than an av melacha?
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INTENTION
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Rachel needs to move her chair from one end
of the garden to the other and she dragged it.
Explain how this will be a davar sheino miskaven:

Did Rachel do the right thing?
Was she permitted to drag her chair across the garden?

What about a heavy bench that can not be lifted?
Can Rachel drag that across her garden?

What is the act of dragging the heavy bench called in halacha?

CONSTRUCTIVE

1

2
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What is the deﬁnition of mekalkel?

In the Mishkan the melacha of korieya,
tearing is not mekalkel. This is because
the tearing was done in order to...

What is the source of the prohibition of mekalkel?
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DIRECT
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What is the deﬁnition of grama?

2

Give an example of a melacha done in a grama manner.
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What is the source of the prohibition of a melacha done in a grama manner?

A It is a prohibition from the Torah.
B It is a prohibition from the Rabbis.
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Notes
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